Abstract. The importance of local precompactness has become apparent in theorems of the Ascoli type proved by Bentley and Herrlich 3] in the realm of lter spaces as well as by Wyler 14] in the realm of uniform limit spaces. Here local precompactness is studied in the highly convenient setting of semiuniform convergence spaces which form a common generalization of (symmetric) limit spaces (and thus of symmetric topological spaces ), lter spaces and uniform limit spaces (and thus of uniform spaces). It turns out that it leads to a topological universe. Furthermore, locally precompact semiuniform convergence spaces are exactly the precompactly generated semiuniform convergence spaces, and the relationships to locally compact, compact and precompact semiuniform convergence spaces respectively, studied before in 9] and 10], are clari ed.
Introduction
Recently semiuniform convergence spaces have been studied by the author (cf. 8] and 9]) as a common generalization of (symmetric) limit spaces (and thus of symmetric topological spaces) as well as of uniform limit spaces (and thus of uniform spaces) with many convenient properties such as cartesian closedness, hereditariness and the fact that products of quotients are quotients (cf. also 2]). They form the suitable framework for studying continuity, Cauchy continuity and uniform continuity as well as convergence structures in function spaces, namely simple convergence, continuous convergence and uniform convergence. In this article the localization of precompactness (= total boundedness) is introduced in the realm of semiuniform convergence spaces. It turns out that the category LPCSUConv of locally precompact semiuniform convergence spaces (and uniformly continuous maps) is a topological universe (i.e. a topological category which is cartesian closed and hereditary) containing all precompact semiuniform convergence spaces. In particular, in a topological universe quotients are nitely productive and hereditary. Furthermore, LPC-SUConv is the bicore ective hull of all precompact semiuniform convergence spaces (formed in SUConv), in other words: a semiuniform convergence space is locally precompact i it is precompactly generated. The localization of precompactness is more a topological procedure than a uniform one, namely in uniform spaces there is no di erence between precompactness and local precompactness (cf. 3.6.), whereas in regular topological spaces local precompactness means local compactness (cf. 3.4.) which di ers from compactness (= precompactness according to 9;4.4.] Conventions. 1) A lter on a set X is not allowed to contain the empty set ;.
2) Subcategories are always assumed to be full and isomorphism{closed.
2. Some basic de nitions and results 2.1 De nitions. 1) A semiuniform convergence space is a pair (X; J X ) where X is a set and J X a set of lters on X X such that the following are satis ed:
x 2 J X for each x 2 X, where _ x = fA X : x 2 Xg, UC 2 ) G 2 J X whenever F 2 J X and F G, UC 3 ) F 2 J X implies F ?1 = fF ?1 : F 2 Fg 2 J X , where F ?1 = fy; x) : (x; y) 2 Fg.
2) A semiuniform convergence space (X; J X ) is called diagonal provided that the lter ( X ) generated by the diagonal X of X X belongs to J X .
3) A map f : (X; J X ) ! (Y; J Y ) between semiuniform convergence spaces is called uniformly continuous provided that f f(J X ) J Y .
4) The category of semiuniform convergence spaces (and uniformly continuous maps) is denoted by SUConv.
5) The object class of the full subcategory ULim of SUConv consists of all uniform limit spaces, i.e. of all semiuniform convergence spaces (X; J X ) satisfying the following two additional conditions: UC 4 ) F 2 J X and G 2 J X imply F \ G 2 J X , UC 5 ) F 2 J X and G 2 J X imply F G 2 J X (whenever F G exists, i.e. F G = f(x; y) : 9z 2 X with (x; z) 2 G and (z; y) 2 Fg C 1 ) ( _ x; x) 2 q for each x 2 X, C 2 ) (G; x) 2 q whenever (F; x) 2 q and F G, C 3 ) (F \ _ x; x) 2 q, whenever (F; x) 2 q. If (X; q) is a Kent convergence space, then we say that F 2 F(X) converges to x 2 X provided that (F; x) 2 q. X is a set and F(X) such that the following are satis ed:
(1) _ x 2 for each x 2 X, (2) G 2 whenever F 2 and F G.
2) A map f : (X; ) ! (X 0 ; 0 ) between lter spaces is called Cauchy continuous provided that the lter f(F) generated by ff F] : F 2 Fg belongs to 0 for each F 2 .
3) The category of lter spaces (and Cauchy continuous maps) is denoted by Fil. 2.8 Remarks. 1) Every semiuniform convergence space (X; J X ) has an underlying lter space (X; J X ) de ned as follows J X = fF 2 F(X) : F F 2 J X g : The elements of J X are called J X {Cauchy lters.
2) If a semiuniform convergence space (X; J X ) is called Fil{determined provided that J X = fF 2 F(X X) : there is some G 2 J X with G G Fg (i.e. a semiuniform convergence space (X; J X ) is Fil{determined i it is`generated' by all J X { Cauchy lters), then the category Fil{D{SUConv of all Fil{determined semiuniform convergence spaces (and uniformly continuous maps) is isomorphic to Fil and a bire ective and bicore ective subcategory of SUConv (cf. 9;2.4.]).
3 i.e. each ultra lter U on X is a J X {Cauchy lter.
2) A semiuniform convergence space (X; J X ) is called complete provided that each J X {Cauchy lter converges in (X; q J X ).
3)a) A Kent convergence space (X; q) is called compact provided that each ultra lter U on X converges in (X; q). b) A semiuniform convergence space (X; J X ) is called compact provided that the underlying Kent convergence space (X; q J X ) is compact. 3. Locally precompact semiuniform convergence spaces 3.1 De nition. A semiuniform convergence space (X; J X ) is called locally precompact (resp. locally compact) provided that each F 2 J X contains a precompact (resp. compact) subset of the product space (X; J X ) (X; J X ). 3.2 Proposition. Every locally compact semiuniform convergence space is locally precompact.
3.3 Proposition. Let (X; J X ) be a t{regular complete semiuniform convergence space. If (X; J X ) is locally precompact, then (X; J X ) is locally compact. Proof. Let 3.5 Proposition. 1) Let (X; J X ) be a precompact semiuniform convergence space. Then (X; J X ) is locally precompact.
2) A diagonal semiuniform convergence space (X; J X ) is precompact provided that it is locally precompact.
Proof. Analogously to 10;3.2.]. 3.6 Corollary. A principal uniform limit space (= uniform space) is precompact i it is locally precompact.
3.7 Remark. If a diagonal semiuniform convergence space (X; J X ) is locally compact, then it is locally precompact. The inverse implication is true provided that (X; J X ) is complete.
3.8 Proposition. Let (X; J X ) be a locally precompact semiuniform convergence space. Then the underlying lter space (X; J X ) is locally precompact, i.e. each F 2 J X contains a precompact subset of (X; J X ).
Proof. Let F 2 J X . Then F F 2 J X , and (by assumption) there is some precompact H 2 F F, i.e. H F F for some F 2 F. Since the rst projection p 1 : (X; J X ) (X; J X ) ! (X; J X ) is uniformly continuous and therefore Cauchy continuous, it follows from 2.11. that p 1 H] F is precompact and thus F is precompact (cf. 9;4.3.]).
3.9 Proposition. Let (X; ) be a lter space and (X; J ) its corresponding semiuniform convergence space, i.e. J = fF 2 F(X X): there is exists some G 2 with G G Fg.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) (X; J ) is locally precompact.
(2) (X; ) is locally precompact, i.e. for each F 2 there is some F 2 F such that F is a precompact subset of (X; ).
Proof. (1) ) (2) . Since J = , this implication follows immediately from 3.8. (2) ) (1) . Let G 2 J . Then there exists some F 2 with F F G. By assumption, there is some precompact F 2 F. Thus, F F is precompact (cf. 9;4.3.]) and belongs to G. 3.10 Proposition. The category LPC{SUConv of locally precompact semiuniform convergence spaces (and uniformly continuous maps) is a bicore ective subcategory of SUConv, where 1 X : (X; J X ) ! (X; J X ) is the bicore ection of (X; J X ) 2 jSUConvj with respect to LPC{SUConv provided that J X = fF 2 J X : there is some F 2 F such that F is a precompact subset of (X; J X ) (X; J X )g. Proof. Analogously to 10;3. 2) The one{point extensions in LPC{SUConv are formed as follows: Let (X; J X ) be a locally precompact semiuniform convergence space and X = X f1 X g with 1 X = 2 X; then the one{point extension of (X; J X ) in LPC{SUConv is (X ; (J # X ) ), where (J # X ) = fF 2 J # X : there is some F 2 F such that F is a precompact subset of (X ; J # X ) (X ; J # X )g and J # X denotes the SUConv{structure on X generated by fG # : G 2 J X g with G # = fG # : G 2 Gg provided that G # = G (X f1 X g) (f1 X g X ) (cf. 2;1.5.8] and 12;4.1.]) 3.14 Proposition. The object class of the bicore ective hull (formed in SUConv) of all precompact semiuniform convergence spaces, i.e. the class of all precompactly generated semiuniform convergence spaces, consists exactly of all semiuniform convergence spaces (X; J X ) for which J X is the nal SUConv{structure with respect to the family (j i : (K i ; J K i ) ! (X; J X )) of the inclusions of all precompact subspaces of (X; J X ). Proof. 
